Major upgrade of Segment 3DPrint
The new Segment 3DPrint version is a significant upgrade with
a new advanced split tool to easily split objects, improved control for
3D visualisation, and finally an improved and simplified user
interface with icon tabs for improved usability.
If you would like to have a demonstration of the new tools or
assistance in the upgrading process, we would be happy to help you
out. Just email us at support@medviso.com.

New features in Segment 3DPrint
Improvements in 3D view:
* Further improvements for 3D object manipulation and navigation
* Added 3D object delete and keep function
* Double Click to setup center point for object rotation and zooming

The new advanced tool for split up object improves your segmentation workflow.
You can now in simple manner split two object without any effort.
The algorithm automatically recognizes type of the objects and it is aplicable for all
parts in the body. The tools for splitting are directly availble under Points&Line tab.
Click here on Split video tutorial to learn more about this powerful tool.
The updated software interface now provides 4 tabs for easier navigation:
File tab: Here you find the tools for image preparation, such as loading, image cropping and
tools for file saving and 3D object export
Points&Line: Here you find tools for points, and lines, text generation, object split and cutting
plane
Segmentation: Includes all 3D segmentation tools
Cardiac: Includes automatic and manual tools for LV and RV segmentation in MR and CT image
stacks.
To find out more about new GUI click here: Overview video tutorial

Software Upgrading
- Note System requirements for Segment 3DPrint v3.3 are found in Segment 3DPrint Instructions for Use
Chapter 3.
- Log in to our download homepage for installation files.
- Contact us at support@medviso.com if you would like to have assistance in the upgrading process
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